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Abstract
This study is meant to design a novel system for the treatment of diabetic ulcer. The prepared system took advantages of insulin as a localized gold standard healing therapeutic. The main aim of the presented work is to design an effective topical dual mechanistic treatment for diabetic foot ulcer through designing and preparing insulin-ethosomes-loaded electrospun fibrous mats as a sustained and efficient platform of therapy. The biodegradable electrospun mat would serve as an ideal matrix for the handling and administration of the designed system. The designed system is composed of flexible ethosomal vesicles loaded with insulin for local treatment of foot ulcer. The prepared system offered controlled rate and profile of insulin releases through duals mechanism; first, the system benefited from the excellent reported flexibility of ethosomal vesicles to pass deep along skin layers allowing gradual drug release in all affected layers and second, the fibrous mat served as an efficient and accurate mode of applying the drug carrier system and providing a new generation of the wound dressing materials which was able to alleviate much of the painful repetitive procedures of frequent changes of dressing materials. The designed system was tested in vivo on experimental animals after inducing skin wounds.
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